Partner With BELFOR For Restoration and Reconstruction Services

Has your company been involved in a new construction project that gets jeopardized because of an unforeseen disaster or accident? Would you stop construction to deal with it, or would you prefer to move forward with a simple solution?

The simple solution is to partner with the leading disaster recovery contractor. At BELFOR, we can take care of both your restoration and reconstruction needs. As licensed general contractors, we provide a seamless transition from one to the other.

Every aspect of the reconstruction process is managed by BELFOR. We understand the complexity of construction planning and scheduling as well as the importance of meeting client expectations.

Whether new plumbing fails during testing or the project is threatened by a more catastrophic event, BELFOR can help you keep the construction schedule on track. We fill in the gaps, helping to recover, restore and rebuild portions of the building that have suffered damage while your company moves forward with construction.

With over 70 years of reconstruction experience, BELFOR has an unmatched depth of resources and knowledge. From high rises to underground structures, from residential property to historic showplaces, from massive warehouses to hi-tech environments, we have built - or rebuilt - them all.

Our Services

From simple repairs and remodeling to total construction or capital improvement projects, BELFOR has the resources and know-how to provide these services:

- Site Containment
- Temporary Shoring
- Structural or Partial Shrink Wrap
- Intrusive Investigation
- Selective Demolition
- Full-Scale Carpentry
- Electrical, Mechanical and Plumbing
- All Roofing Configurations
- Exterior Envelope Reconstruction
- Interior Build-Out and Finishes
- Complex Installation
- Interior Finishes
- Construction Defect Reconstruction
- High-Rise and Historic Reconstruction
- High-Rise and Historic Restoration

Coupled with our restoration services:

- Fire Damage Restoration
- Water Damage Restoration
- Storm Damage Restoration
- Mold Removal and Remediation
- Air Duct Cleaning
- Document and Media Recovery
- Contents Restoration
- Electronics Restoration
- Machinery Decontamination
- Machinery Rebuild and Repair
- Semiconductor Tool Decontamination
- Environmental Services
- Wind Power and Marine Restoration

We are proud to be named the #1 Contractor on the Top 500 Remodelers list published by Qualified Remodeler magazine, a prestigious honor we have received every year since 2001.